A bstmct-Hardware/Software Co-Design usually encounters serious problems to guarantee strong real-time constraints while serving many interrupt routines. We present an enhanced register-based RISC processor, which is capable of launching every interrupt routine within two clock cycles. This processor is implemented as soft IP-Module and features a customizable instruction set, extensive. parameterization, and a synthesis model with separate core and interfaces. An automatic derivation of adequate test vectors from the current parameter setting verifies the correct functionality.
I. INTRODUCTION
The design of integrated circuits is currently subject to extensive changes. Until now, project-specific code has been written for every new design. This results in highly optimized code for the target application, but also leads to inacceptable development time, especially for large designs. Since time to market and product lifetime are shrinking while, at the same time, circuit complexity is growing, the traditional way of designing integrated circuits has to be altered to achieve higher efficiency than before. As the complexity of circuits increases, there is urgent need for new design methodologies, that allow fast development of demanding applications up to complete system-on-a-chip integrations [l] [2] .
One possibility to cope with this efficiency problem is the use of Intellectual Property (IP) Modules or Virtual Components (VC). Quick and easy adaptations on the reusable blocks speeds up system design and provides more time for thorough testing, an important issue in cost-intensive chip design.
Another new trend in system design is the inclusion of programmable parts into the ASIC. This is commonly termed Hardware/Software Co-Design, which means that a system functionality is partitioned into hardware and software running on an embedded processor. This solution offers great flexibility by allowing fast alterations in functionality if project or system specifications are to change. Although software on embedded systems is very convenient, it poses numerous problems in conjunction with hard real-time requirements. Demanding telecommunication applications ask among others for an interrupt latency which is hard to obtain from traditional microprocessors.
This paper presents an embedded processor with a new approach in processor architecture to guarantee such demanding real-time constraints. Section I1 elaborates
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on the processor-specific IP requirements, introduces the architecture of the processor and its parameterization. Section I11 explains the functional verification flow for the IP-Module. In Section IV, we give an impression of the area occupation for different parameter sets and the details of our test integration. In the final section, we summarize the results of our work and discuss possible future enhancements.
PROJECT "SILVERBIRD"

A . IP requirements
Designing an embedded processor as a soft IP-Module engenders different design problems not encountered during the design of an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC).
First of all, the user needs the ability to decide whether the IP-Module meets his requirements at the beginning of his project. Therefore all functionality and all limits concerning the processor IP must be stated clearly. Moreover, the designer of a processor IP-Module has to be aware of the following issues:
1.
A microprocessor IP has to be highly adaptable to satisfy multiple application requirements.
Qualitative customization of the instruction set as well as quantitative customization of hardware parameters are important prerequisites.
2. An IP-Module can be plugged into different system environments. To make this possible, either various communication protocols must be supported by the IP itself or the possibility for the user to implement application-specific interfaces has to be clearly defined. 3. The processor IP-Module has to provide a convenient environment to allow for fast functional verification. It is highly recommended that this feature is already available during implementation time to verify the hardware/software concept and to reveal possible conceptual errors.
4.
The ability to support a high-level programming language to allow quick adaptations on the software-based functionality. This feature greatly simplifies future software enhancements. Quantitative parametrizability: Only the basic architecture of the processor core is fixed: Two separate ALUs for data and address computations, register-based architecture, and Harvard memory organization. On the other hand, all key parameters of this architecture are adaptable to the current application's needs. Fig. 2 shows the customizable parameters in Greek letters.
B. The "SILVERBIRD" IP-Module
Quick interface adaptations to comply with the target specifications. To achieve a clearly structured IP, the processor core and the system interfaces have been separated. The register-based architecture simplifies the implementation of a high-level programming language compiler.
An assembler is part of the IP. It is self-parameterizing based on the parameters configured for the RTL model.
C. The processor architecture
To meet the demanding requirements of managing high interrupt loads and being parametrizable, we have decided to combine the advantages of a stack architecture with the ones of a register-based approach. Therefore, the general purpose registers of our processor are implemented as top-of-stack registers. In case of an interrupt, precious processing time can be saved by just pushing the current register contents on the stack. The maximum interrupt latency achieved by our architecture is two clock cycles. To obtain maximum processor performance, neither the pipeline is ever flushed nor any no-operation cycles are performed.
A striking argument against a pure stack processor was the need for compiler-compatibility: A compiler for a stack architecture is difficult to implement because it always needs to trace the exact position of each register [3] [4] . As a consequence, the entire stack has to be controlled by "push" and "pop" instructions. Our solution provides a fixed amount of general purpose registers for every interrupt level. The whole stack control is done by the processor itself and requires no software-based "push" and "pop" operations. This organization is easy to support by a high-level compiler since the compiler does not have to control the stack at all. One slight disadvantage of our architecture is the large chip area taken by the stacks, a consequence of the traditional trade-off between speed and area. But this can be avoided by implementing an interface from the top-of-stack registers to an on-chip RAM and spilling the major part of the stack contents to the RAM. It will result in more control logic and maybe in lower performance, unless the user builds a complex control logic to cope with the slow RAM. This way to save chip area is only preferable on large parameter values. On the other hand, decreasing costs for chip area and even increasing integration densities seem to justify this compromise. Key features of the hybrid stack-register architecture of our RISC processor "SILVERBIRD" are:
Separate data and instruction memory (Harvard architecture).
Read-after-write sequences are allowed. Being able to access the same register in consecutive order yields much more efficient code.
Data and address register banks have been implemented as top-of-stack, which allows for fast interrupt launch.
A classic four-stage pipeline. In the first stage instructions are read from the program memory (Instruction Fetch). After decoding the instruction in stage two (Instruction Decode), it is executed in the third stage (Execute). In stage four, registers are updated and data memory access takes place (Write Back).
An additional address ALU with reduced functionality for efficient block access operations on the data memory.
Return addresses and condition code storage on separate stacks.
Parametrizable instruction set of up to 40 instructions.
D. Qualitative adaptation of the processor core
Application-specific optimization of the core's functionality can be performed by selecting the number of supported instructions U needed for the current application from a total set p of 40 instructions. The hardware associated with the unwanted instructions will be implicitly discarded during logic synthesis. As an example, if all arithmetic data memory address instructions are disabled and only immediate memory access is retained, the address ALU will be completely removed. Otherwise, with full parameterization, the address ALU will be inferred (shaded areas I or I1 in Fig. 2 ). shown as Greek letters evaluation of the parameterization going to be used is strongly recommended since the stacks consume most of the processor area.
E. Quantitative parameterization of the processor core
1. Data Width Q of the processor data path and of all data registers. An interrupt launch is always accompanied by the start address of the corresponding interrupt service routine. The
Address
The following parameters can be varied:
(P 5 2a).
width of this address is equal to the instruction memory address width y. Therefore, the interrupt routines can be spread over the whole program memory. The carry flag is saved on the condition code stack during an interrupt. The condition code stack's depth equals the number of interrupt priority levels K , its width is 1 bit.
In addition, the processor supports trap instructions with different priorities A to allow for communication between processor and interrupt controller. When the processor executes a trap instruction, the corresponding priority will be passed to the external interrupt controller. This instruction can also be viewed as software interrupt from the processor to the interrupt controller. 
F. System interfaces
The processor IP-Module provides separate core and system interfaces to permit for easy adaptation to the target environment. A parametrizable data memory interface with a FIFO buffer supports Asynchronous Static RAMS. It allows memory burst writes from the processor core to the data memory without any processor stalls. FIFO depth, memory read latency, and write latency are individually parametrizable. For the instruction memory, an interface based on another Asynchronous Static RAM is available. Interaction and data exchange between the embedded processor and its system environment is done by an external interrupt controller and memory-mapped IO.
FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION
Functional verification of highly parameterized IPModules poses several problems. As described in section 11, the IP-user can choose a parameter set that exactly matches the application-specific requirements. After this customization, the functional correctness of the IP-Module has to be verified. Because the designer of a parametrizable IP-Module can not provide test vectors for all possible parameter settings, a behavioral model has to do so: The expected responses for the synthesizable RTL model are generated based on the current parameterization by this behavioral model.
A suitable functional verification flow has already been published and comprehensively discussed in [3] and [ 5 ] .
Here we only want to sketch this functional verification method. As Fig. 3 shows, the whole configuration flow is based on one configuration package. This guarantees consistency of the IP for synthesis and verification. An assembler source code file is used as common starting point for the flow consisting of the following three steps: 1. Translation of the assembler code into binary format by the parametrizable assembler (right side of Fig. 3 ) : Thereby the assembler refers to the configuration package to check the range and validity of all parameters associated with the corresponding instructions in the assembler source code. In case of a mismatch, an error message is reported 
2.
Generation of the expected responses from the assembler source (left side of Fig. 3 ). A behavioral model of the processor serves as a generator of the expected responses. They are first converted into generic format. The behavioral model processes the code and generates separate expected response files for every interface, which are used later on for the verification of the RTL model. Fig. 3 ): The binary code generated by the assembler is passed to the RTL model, which processes the code using the custom-specific settings. In a final step the generated output is compared against the expected responses and test report and memory log file are generated.
Functional verification of the customized RTL model (right side of
IV. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS PARAMETERIZATION
A . Configurations for the test synthesis runs EXAMPLES AND TEST INTEGRATION
To get an impression of the area required by the processor IP-Module, we present an evaluation of 12 different parameter settings. For the demonstration of the effects of both quantitative and qualitative parameterizations, synthesis runs with different numeric parameters as well as with full and reduced instruction set have been carried out. Thereby the data width a was set to either 8, The qualitative changes have been addressed by taking the entire instruction set p, or a set reduced to unsigned instructions and immediate memory access only. As stack depths, we assigned K = 3 to the data and address stacks and T = 8 to the return address stack. There are 6 = 8 top of stack data registers and E = 1 address register. The number of supported traps is X = 8.
B. Results of the various synthesis runs
While the processor version having a complete instruction set inferred both address and data ALU, the reduced version only made use of the data ALU. This is due to the restriction to immediate memory address operations and the elimination of all instructions needing an address ALU for calculations on address registers. Although the tiny 8 bit processor version does not reveal big differences between full and reduced instruction set, a significant influence is obvious with the 32 bit implementation. Increased area differences show up when larger data widths are chosen. This is to be interpreted as a consequence of the timing constraints, which are gaining more and more impact on large parameter values. The extra area overhead of the full instruction set version is likely to come from an increased inference of parallel acting functional blocks for meeting the timing requirements due to the higher complexity of the data ALU. From the perspective of area efficiency, the IP-Module allows no major optimizations concerning the chip area. The main part of the area required by the processor is occupied by data, address and return address stack registers. The area taken by these registers is inherent with the process used. The only combinatorial part, which can be influenced in size with different synthesis constraints is the execute stage. But the percentage of combinatorial chip area is of minor scale and therefore negligible.
C. Test integration
For final verification of the functionality and qualification of speed and power consumption of our IP-Module, we let Table I ). For the test implementation a 0.6 pm 3 layer metal CMOS process has been chosen. The settings of the parameters for the integration are given in The program and data memory interfaces are implemented for asynchronous RAMS. While the data memory has been chosen on-chip, the instruction memory is placed off-chip. Finally all stacks (return address stack, condition code stack, data and address stacks) are implemented using registers.
V. RESULTS AND OUTLOOK
We have developed an embedded processor IP-Module that is highly adaptable in both functionality and configuration. This was achieved by separating the processor core and the system interfaces. The hybrid stack-register processor is excellently suited for applications with high interrupt loads. There is a convenient functional verification flow covering automatically the configuration of the processor. It uses assembler code as common starting point for both synthesizable RTL model and behavioral model. Furthermore, implementing a high-level language compiler could so be done easily because of the register-based architecture, the read-after-write operation support, and the fully parametrizable assembler. As the assembler is already integrated into the verification flow, no further adaptations to the flow are necessary to check the complete processor-assembler package. To compile high-level code for the current configuration of the IP-Module, a compiler needs to know about the instruction set, the data width, the number of data and address registers and the data memory address range.
As conclusion, we estimate the design effort for the IP to be about twice as much as for a one-time implementation. But this extra effort is easily recovered in future system designs because the extensive parameterization, the adaptable instruction set, the configuration-independent verification flow and the self-parameterizing assembler make reuse of our IP-Module very simple. Additionally, the ability to check hardwarelsoftware concepts already during implementation time allows for straightforward design and saves precious development time.
